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INTRODUCTION

This training material is going to teach you how to build a fully functioning Web Shop using the Web Shop and CMS module  
within Standard ERP.

The training is structured with explanations and exercises to guide you through the process of building a website using  
Standard ERP.

To get the best results, make sure you have access to the Sample Company shop database, so that you can follow along  
with all the exercises.

All the registers and settings are within the Web Shop and CMS module. In most cases we use the register name without the  
keyword “Web”. For example, the Structures register and the Web Structure record.  Do not get confused when referring to it  
differently, as they are the same records.

The  material  is  split  into  two  main  sections,  namely  Web  Content  and  Web  Shop.  Also  mentioned  are  all  possible  
integrations with other modules in the standard solution. For example, integration with the Sales Order module.
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THE BASIS OF HTML

Although knowledge of HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is not essential to be able to build a website using Standard  
ERP’s Web Shop and CMS module, having a basic understanding will help when it comes to adding certain content to your  
website and gaining a better understanding of what is going on in the background.

Basics of an HTML file

A web page, in its most basic form, is nothing more than a text file containing markup tags. A web browser such as Internet  
Explorer, Firefox or Safari, simply processes the HTML file and generates visually formatted content from it.

This is an example of a basic HTML file:

The first tag of a web page is <html>. This tag tells your browser that it is the start of an HTML document. Each tag has to 
end with the </html> tag .

Within <html>...</html> tags there is structural division of content in sections. The <head>…</head> section 
includes page header information like stylesheet, meta tags (Search Key Words), Javascript, title and other related links.  
Title is written between the <title>…</title> tags and will be handled as your browser's Title. Header information 
is not displayed in the browser window. The main content of the page is collected between <body>…</body> tags 
and is visible as the content of your page.

Here is a list of some HTML tags that can be used for dividing and styling a web page.

HTML Tags

HTML consists of tags with a specific meaning or as tags that affect the layout of the content. Here are some examples:

<div>…</div> - a container, connection to stylesheet;

<h1>…</h1> - 1st level header. There can be different levels of headers defined up to level 6 which is <h6>…</h6>. 
Content in header tags shows in a larger bold weighted font by default. The output style of all HTML tags can be modified in  
stylesheet file;

<b>…</b> - text in bold;

<br /> - line break.

Id and Class Attributes

Most HTML tags can be given attributes which are extra bits of information that can change characteristics of the tags.  
Attributes appear inside the opening tag.  For example:

id - unique identifier attribute;

<div class=”box”> - type descriptor attribute.
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The id attribute gives the tag a unique name.  This name can be referenced from the programming code and from a CSS  
file.  One id can only be applied to one tag.

The class attribute is used only to apply formatting to the tag contents.  One class can be applied to many different tags.

CSS

Alongside HTML Tags, Standard ERP utilizes CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) to define the style and layout of its website.

CSS is a style language that defines the layout of HTML documents. For example, CSS can affect fonts, colors, margins,  
lines, height, width, background images, advanced positions and many other things. 

In this material we will not be going into detail about how to create CSS styles.  However, it is important to understand that  
most of the style and design that your site will possess is generated from an external CSS file.  This file is placed in the  
server folder path 'webcust' or read from an external source via a URL. The utilization of this file will be covered later in this  
manual.

DIVs

The DIV element in HTML is what is called a block-level element.

It is similar to how a single character behaves in a document.

Think of the DIV as a container of a rectangular shape.  It can have any size and content but it will always hold its content  
together in a rectangular block.

DIV's can be used to define the layout of your page. You can, for example, align multiple DIVs next to one another to create a  
page that looks similar to a newspaper.

Together with absolute positioning (giving it any specific position on the page), the DIV becomes a very powerful tool as it  
can be used to align content on the page, independent of any other content on the page.  There is another positioning  
setting called 'relative'.  This setting makes the DIV align itself to other content on the page.  These CSS settings are beyond  
the scope of this document.

You will be able to experiment with DIV's and positioning them on a page later, in this manual.
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STARTING AND ADJUSTING FOR WEB

In order to start with the process of generating web pages for your Web site, you need to make it accessible from the web  
browser. There are a couple of settings that need to be taken care of.

Program Mode

The Program Mode controls the access of data via a port (Web Port) from a web browser.

Define a Web Port that the Standard ERP server is listening on for incoming web traffic. Make sure you have defined it in  
order to be able to connect to your website. 

In the above example, we have set the Web Port to 1080. This means that in order to access your website in this test  
environment,  you  will  need  to  enter  the  following  URL  into  web  browser:  http://localhost:1080.  The  word  "localhost" 
represents the IP address (normally 127.0.0.1) of the computer you are working on at the time. It is also important to ensure 
that the Web Port you are using is not blocked by a firewall.

You will notice the checkbox Single User Server is also checked. This simply allows you to be able to make changes and  
view the website you are building in a browser without needing to run Standard ERP as a Server and Client.

Note:

If you require access to your Standard ERP website from a web browser other than the one located on your server machine,  
you will need to run Standard ERP in a Server Client environment.

Settings For Testing 

This setting is used for quick reporting on the usability of the pages and elements  with the hyperlinks to the actual pages. In  
the field Host for links in reports, place the URL of your site as it is on your local machine.  For example, for this training it  
would be 'localhost:1080/global/en'. By doing this, it will allow you to access pages of your site directly from within Standard  
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ERP reports.

This setting will be applied to the records in the Pages and Elements registers, to list all the web pages where a selected  
record is present. There is an operations menu selection for this in the mentioned registers.

Run the report to list all the different places where this record is used in your site. 

You can click on the underlined text to open the page in your default browser.

Sites

This setting is important for the redirection of traffic when requesting common page type's like the starting page, login page  
or error page. 

Site Title – Each page has a title, displayed at the top of your browser as a heading. This can be defined as a global  
name for the web site. It can be managed with various selections in the Title mode column.

Start Node – Defining the starting structure is important for proper redirection when the first page has been requested  
(e.g. default page after the login process). Defining the serial number of the Web Structure enables the redirection to  
the correct page.

Header – It is common to use the same header and footer for the entire site. You can define it here. Define the Web  
Element to use this functionality.

Footer – The same logic applies to the footer, as used for the Header field.
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Stylesheet - On flip B there is a field called Stylesheet referring to the full path of the  CSS file to be used for the web 
design of the page.  This path is relative to the webcust folder in the server folder.  

Title Mode – The Title mode points to the layout of the title of the page defined in the Site Title field. You can select  
between the page Title, Site Title or any combination of these two fields.

Login Page – The Login Page is globally used for redirections to a login page that requires login access. Define a serial  
number of a Web Structure record or paste it here to complete the redirection to the login page. 

Error Page – Sometimes a request will  be made for a page linked to a structure node that does not exist in your  
settings. In this case, instead of the default text about a missing file being displayed, a Web Page giving instructions  
to try again later or with  contact details or link to get back on the site with the correct URL will be displayed.

Country Selection Page – Countries comes into play when several companies are involved in the Web site structure.  
So, it basically gives you the possibility to switch the host and all other setups related to the country selection. 

When the general settings of the website are done you can continue with the setting up of individual pages of your site.  
The next chapter will cover how each register and setting works with each other and how Standard ERP deals with  
the overall structure and content of the website.

Web Site Design 

When starting to build your website, it is important to have a good idea of what you want it to look like in the end. This allows  
you to have something to work towards rather than blindly making it up as you go along. A recommendation would be to get  
a graphic designer to generate a mock up of the main pages and structure so you have the look and feel of what you want  
to achieve from the beginning. A design would consist of a list of HTML pages related to stylesheet files provided as a 
package. Each individual page setup will involve three main registers in the module - Structures, Pages and Elements. The  
following chapter will give you a detailed overview of each one of them.
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WEBSHOP AND CMS MODULE REGISTERS

Registers relations

There are three main registers that the main site is built on - Structures, Pages and Elements.

The Structure register is used, as the name suggests, to define the structure of your website.  In other words, it allows you to 
define the URL path of each web page.

The Pages register is where you collect the elements of the page linked to one of your Web Structures. Each Element has  
the actual content  of your website. They can exist  in many forms such as menu's, links, pre-defined web pages, HAL  
functions or simply plain HTML. 

As our training progresses, you will be introduced to the different types of Web Elements and their outputs.

For a better visualization of the process, see the example diagram below to show the relation of the registers and settings. 

The diagram above depicts the relationships between the various records used in setting up basic content on a website.

The first exercise will demonstrate how each record is created and setup.

Results like the first exercise can be achieved by placing simple elements and proper styling within a stylesheet file. It  
contains all the general elements of a standard web page, divided in sections - header, footer and the main body area of the  
content.

Open the Standard ERP client now and we will go through the process of building the web site.

To make sure that the re-direction to the correct start page will happen after specifying a host and a web port without a 
structure  node,  adjust  the  web  setting  Web  Server  Settings  as  illustrated  in  the  next  image.  Defining  the  function  
”WebAction.hal” will make sure that you will be re-directed to the start node whenever your site is requested with a blank  
structure node.
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Web Structure

This record in the Structures register is very important, as it is the Node name that eventually constitutes the complete URL  
of a web page. Adding a node extension to your hostname and port opens the web page structure with all related elements 
defined for the Web Structure with the same Node name.

Ser. No – The Serial number will be generated sequentially by the system.

Parent – The Parent Structure Node defined here makes an important relation between Web Structures in order to re-
direct to the child Node properly. For example, this can be used for re-direction to the country sub-page.

Node Name – The Node name must be a unique name within the register.  It defines part of the URL, characterizing the  
nature of the page (e.g. login, account, news, shop).

Comment – The Comment field is used to describe the use of the Web Structure record.

Type – It is possible to create different Types of Web Structures that can be a simple page type or an application with a  
larger set of functions connected to a particular module (e.g. WebShop, My Account, Forum).

Web Page – Each Structure is connected to a Web Page. The Page record is where all the content for this Structure 
Node is stored.

Parameter/URL - The field  Parameter-URL is  used  with  different  structure  types  to  define parameters  for  content  
management, redirection or the forum.

Check box 'Require login for this and all child nodes'  - You can select if a login for this page is required or not. In  
the case of it being required you will be directed to a Login Page automatically

Check box 'Log access to this nodes' –  Checking every click on this structure page will update the Web Statistic  
record.

The Matrix area includes all relational lines with child nodes.

Once the Structure of your page has been defined, it is time to add the content. This is done by creating the Web Page,  
Template Web Page (usually) and Elements related to it.
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Web Page

Open the INDEX record in the pages register. Page has Template Page and relational Web Element defined on it.

Code – Enter a unique value as the code. This is an uppercase text field.

Comment – The Comment field is for internal use. It is used to describe the use of the Web Page record.

Page Title – Each Page can have a different Title describing its content. If it is left blank the Title from the Site setting will  
be used instead.

Template page - This is a web page record which will be used as a template.  The template web page will have been  
setup with the combination of elements with the type of HTML Head, Before and After. The Elements that should 
come before the main content of the page should be defined with the HTML Head Relational position (Rel Position)  
as “Before”.  Elements with position set as “After” will be shown after the main content. This is handy for collecting  
elements that are used by many, if not all web pages.

Stylesheet – The Stylesheet file can be defined separately per page in the site. Define the relative path within webcust of  
the file here. Example:  '/css/style.css'.

Body class -  In  some designs the body tag will  have its  unique class defined within the stylesheet  (e.g.  <body  
class=”class_name”> Define the class name here.

Div ID – Define the Div ID for the Extra Div that the page contents will be wrapped in. ( Note: This will only work if you 
have the 'Wrap page in Extra <div>”'check box checked)

Div Class – Define the Div Class for the Extra Div that the page contents will be wrapped in. ( Note: This will only work if 
you have the 'Wrap page in Extra <div>' check box checked)

Default Language – The Language code defined here will  be handled as the primary selection for translations if a  
language is not selected on the website.

Check box 'Wrap page in Extra <div>' -  This checkbox determines whether the entire content of the page will be  
wrapped inside another DIV.  This is useful in certain scenarios where you want the content of the page to behave as  
a single container, which you can apply a style or format to.

Check box 'Don't use site stylesheet' – Checking this option will ignore the stylesheet setup in setting Sites. The  
stylesheet defined here will be used for this structure page only.

Check box 'Don't use site header and footer' – selecting this option will ignore header and footer elements setup in  
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the Sites setting for this page.

Web Element - Web Elements are used to place different types of content on the page.

As you can see from the existing INDEX Web Page, there is a template page and one Element defined that draws the first  
page of the site. Each Element has a Relational Position - Before, Content, After or HTML Head. HTML Head type element  
adds content in the HTML head tag <head>...</head>. It can be a meta tag, a stylesheet or a link to a Javascript script.  
Before, Content and After assigns the relational order of elements.

Web Element

The Elements register can include various type of elements that can be linked to each other and can be part of different web  
pages.

Code - Enter a unique value.  This is an uppercase text field.

Comment – The Comment field is used internally for describing the use of the Web Element record.

Template Element – This is a linked element that will  be used for applying other element DIV definitions and sub-
elements to surround the main element's content.

Check box 'Log access to this element' – This will log every click on this element in the Web Statistics register. 

Div ID – This applies a Div ID to the Element which allows it to be affected independently by the Style sheet.

Div class – This applies a Div class to this Element, which allows it to be affected independently by the Style Sheet. 

Extra Div ID – Define the Div ID for the Extra Div that the element content will be wrapped in. ( Note: This will only work if 
you have the 'Wrap Content in Extra <div>”'check box checked)

Extra Div Class – Define the Div Class for the Extra Div that the element content will be wrapped in. ( Note: This will only 
work if you have the 'Wrap Content in Extra <div>' check box checked)

Type – The Paste Special in this field displays the selection of possible Element Types. Elements are used for different  
types of content on your web page. For example, different types are used for simple HTML text, an image or menu or  
one of the pre-defined web forms like the Register Form.

Web Menu – This works together with the 'Web Menu' element type. Paste the web menu group you want to use on the  
element here.
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Parameter/URL - This field is used with different element types to define parameters for HAL function for mail forms or  
other specific types.

Link to  -  Define  a  node number  when using  an  element  of  type  'link',  'login  state',  'content  list'  or  the  customer  
registration form.

The Language code defined here will be handled as the primary selection for translation if a language has not been  
selected on the web. 

 This skips the div definition for the element.

Check box 'Wrap Content in Extra <div>' -  This determines whether the entire content of the page will be wrapped  
inside another DIV.  This is useful in certain scenarios where you want the content of the page to behave as a single  
container where you can apply a style or format.

Web Elements Matrix - It is possible to add list of sub-elements within the Element.

New Translation - The New Translation button links the element to the Translation register which stores text and HTML  
to be displayed in the element. The Translation link to an element is created by an identical code field value and the  
Origin field has the value 'Element'.

Default Language – If this field is filled in then the default language for this element will be the language specified.

Check box 'Don't Wrap in Div' – Normally used if we don't want the content to be wrapped in a <div> tag

Web Translation

The web translation records allows one to define content per language, that will appear in other objects such as elements.  

Code – The code field must match the Code of the record this Translation is linked to.

Comment – The Comment field is internally used for describing the use of the Web Translation record.

Language - It is possible to have different translations for different languages for the same record of Origin, if you are  
using a multi-language site.

Origin – This is a paste Special field that allows you to select the Origin type for your Translation.

Check box 'Automatically add HTML line breaks' -  Ticking this box allows you to write standard text in the text field.  
When sent  to  the webpage for  translation,  all  the  spaces  and returns  will  be converted  into  &nbsp;  or  <br>  
respectively.

Translation Text area – When you need to enter plain text or a prepared HTML source code, you can copy and paste or 
type it in the Translation text area.  The example below shows the HTML content of the “INDEXCONTENT” record for 
the start page.

<center><img class="mainimage" src="/images/fotoinicio2.png"></center>

The translation for the above example would be a centralized image.
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The style, position and format for this text is taken from both the HTML text itself and the stylesheet file it is related to.

Please refer to the second Exercise.
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WEB CONTENT: MENUS

Once you know how to create a basic page for your site, you should learn how to link these pages together through menus.

Menus are implemented as a list of HTML links. This uses the standard HTML tags (<ul> - Unordered List, <li> - List 
Item and <a> - Anchor/Link) to represent the menu.  CSS gives powerful control over how lists are displayed/rendered, so  
you can create almost any look and layout for your menu.  Because DIVs can be individually formatted with CSS, by placing  
the same menu into different containers (DIVs) it automatically changes style and layout, as defined for the container in CSS.

It is possible to create as many Menus as you like in Standard ERP.  However, for simplicity’s sake, most web sites have just  
one or two main menus to provide the navigation for the whole site. It  is also possible to have hierarchical Menus in  
Standard ERP with drop-downs and sub-levels, but all this will need to be specified with scripts and stylesheet files. 

Please refer to Exercise 3

Web Menu

The Menus register has all the menu records of different menu sets. A set is a list of menus grouped together by defining the  
same Parent Menu.

Code – Define a unique name. This will be used to link the web menu to an element. Note: Web Menus will be sorted by 
the Code field.

Parent Menu – Each menu can be part of a menu set. Define a parent menu here. There can be a chain of menu  
structures containing several levels of sub-menus.

Comment  – Define the name of the menu visible on the web page here. 

Link To Structure  – If the menu item should be linked to a structure record then define the structure record here.

Link To URL  – In the case of menus that should be linked to a url or a different host, enter the full address of the linked  
url (e.g. www.Standard ERP.com). It can also link to a structure node or an extended structure (e.g. /shop/basket will  
take you to the shopping basket page).
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Show As Web Element  – In some cases, instead of the Web Menu comment you might want to show an image or a 
dynamic value (e.g. Login status). You might consider using a Web Element instead. In the Sample Company have a  
look at the basket image and login status menu elements for examples of this.  

Extra Arguments  – Some of the linking might require an extra parameter that can be defined here. e.g. A structure link  
and specific company code could be used as an argument.

Target  – Targets were used heavily with frames. Nowadays it is only used to define if a new page should be opened in a  
new window or not. If a new page should be opened in the same window then use no value

Class – Will Add to <Li> tag on menu a new class that can be used in css.

Active Class - Will Add to <Li> tag on menu a new class that can be used in css.

Check box 'Show while logged out' – This selection should be unchecked to exclude the menu item from the list  
when the customer has not identified himself on the web site.

Check box 'Show while logged in'  - This selection should be unchecked to exclude the menu item from the list when  
the customer has identified himself by logging in onto the web site.

Check box 'No Session'  -  when re-directing to a new url  or logging out  you might want to set  previous session  
variables as the default.

The matrix area is for translations. You can have a translation per language. In the case of a multi-language web shop setup  
when changing the language on a webpage  the content should be changed accordingly.

In the text area you can see the list of menus belonging to the menu set.  The same can be viewed from the 'Web Menus:  
Browse' window.

In order to make a menu set visible on the web like in the Sample Company database, you need to create the correct type of  
web element. 

Adding the Menu to an Element

To create an element linked to a menu, create an element of type “Web Menu”, and specify the Web menu in the relevant  
field (TOP in the current example) Have a look at the Web Element TOPMENU. The result would be a menu list in the header  
section.
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Currently the Web Element has a Div ID called ”fondomenu” and a Div class called ”menutext”. Look for these segments  
setup in the stylesheet file to see how they are defined.

Note:  You can always double check the HTML code in a web browser using the 'Show Page Source' functionality to display  
the HTML structure and any errors.  From the source you can see what other div tags are used by the element.  

Apply CSS on Menus

If you open up the Web Element with the menu selection, you can confirm that the div id and class are defined according to  
the HTML source.

To take a closer look at the stylesheet, find the file from the path 'webcust/CSS/styles.css' and open it.

Search for 'fondomenu' gives result as (some lines):

#fondomenu{

height: 40px; //hight of the line

background-color:#ffffff;//white background for the menu bar

}

Search for 'menutext' gives result as (some lines):

.menutext ul li{

text-decoration:none;//no underline

list-style-type:none;//no list style (possible options: none/cicrcle/square/upper-roman/lower-alpha)

color:#000000;//font color black

}

When you modify the stylesheet file you just need to refresh the browser to see the changes.

Note: If the page does not refresh properly, clear the cache from the browser operation menu and try again.
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WEB CONTENT: HTML TEXT

Creating a Web Page 

General workflow (exists as well with other versions, but this is the most general one):

• Create a record in the Structures register.

• Create a record in the Pages register.

• Create a record in the Elements register.

• Create a Web Translation from the element (if the element is of type of Plain Text or a link).

• Save the Web Translation record.

• Save the Web Element record.

• Add this element to the matrix list of the Web Page and save.

• Add this page code to the Web Page field in the Web Structure record and save.

• Request the URL with the Web Structure Node name in the web browser.

Adding content to the Web Page 

According to the work flow described above, create a new structure record. Define a unique Node name ('contact' in current  
example) and select Page as the type.

Create a new page related to this structure (for example, a Web Page record called CONTACTUS). 

For the new Web Page, define the code and the Web Element in the matrix. Leave the other fields blank for now. 

Create a new element related to that page (for example, the Web Element called CONTENT_CONTACTUS).
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Specify the code for the Element and click the New Translation button.  This will create a new translation record.

There can be several translations setup per record for each language. A new translation will not have a language code by  
default.

The translation will be generated automatically with the same name as the related CONTENT_CONTACTUS Web Element  
record.  For this record, the Origin field is defined as 'Element'.  Enter some text that you want to show as part of the website.  
Save the record. Make sure you have saved all the records that you have created in the process.
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Take the structure name of the page and have a look at the url.  As in the example, the Node name of the structure where  
'contact' the URL will be as follows: http://localhost:1080/contact.

The Page will be displayed as expected, except that the header and footer will be missing. 
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Using a Template Page

In order to use the header and footer elements repeatedly for different web pages, you could define a separate page as a  
template with the elements for the header in the 'Before' relational position and elements for the footer in the 'After' relational  
position.

Several elements can be defined at the same Relational Position, as you can see from the image above. When the template 
page is ready, you can use it for different page setups. In our example, you should complete the CONTACTUS Web Page  
element by adding the template page and saving the record.

The only difference here is the selected template page in the 'Template page' field.

Note:  All the elements on the page, using the template, should be placed in the Content relational position in order to get it  
to work properly with the template page.
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WEB CONTENT: LINKS

Using a Link Type Web Element:  Relative Links 

As mentioned before, you can have different Types of Web Elements. So far we have used Plain HTML and Web Menu  
element types. We are now going to look at the Link Web Element Type.

As an example, open the login page with the hyperlinks linking to the “Forgot password” form and the register page.

Open the Web Structure with the 'login' Node name and the related web page called 'LOGIN'.  The second Web element in  
the list carries the link details. Open the LOGINLINKS web element to see the details. Remember, you can either do this by  
going directly to the Elements register or you can use the drill down function (Command+Shift+V or F2 on Mac and F2 on  
Windows) to open the underlying record.

Once you have opened your LOGINLINKS Element and related FORGOTPASSWD_LINK sub-element, then you can confirm  
that Element Type is defined as Link.

Linking the Element to a Structure Node

Once you have specified an Element that is going to be the Link type, you can then determine what the element will link to.  
You do this by placing the Structure Node number from the Structures register in the 'Link To' field. Currently, Structure '12'  
stands for the Web Page with forgot password form as its main content.

Creating Text for the Link

In order to add text or a translation for the link, you will need to create a new translation with a proper language code. The  
text you enter as the translation will be displayed as the actual link.

Save your Web Translation, Web Element and Web Page and refresh the web browser.  You should now see the text you  
entered in the Translation.  It will appear on your login page and when you click it, it should link you to the “Forgot password”  
page.
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Filling in the form field with a valid customer code or Email address will send out a randomly generated password to the  
customer's Email address.

Using a Link Type Web Element:  Absolute Links

You have just created a Relative Link to another web page on web element. It is also possible to create what is called an 
Absolute Link to another page on your site or to an external website. Lets create an Absolute Link to our page and have a  
look at the advantages and disadvantages of both.

Go back to your FORGOTPASSWD_LINK Web Element.  Instead of the Link To field entry you can now enter the full URL in  
the Parameter/URL field. Define it for the “Forgot password” link according to the proper Structure Node name as follows:  
'http://localhost:1080/forgotpassword'. As this is the current URL of our forgot password form page, this link will do the same 
thing as the Relative Link we set up previously.

It would also be possible to enter any web URL to this HTML Link, thereby allowing you to link any external site.

The other option is to provide the link in the translation.

<a href="http://localhost:1080/forgotpassword">Forgot password</a>

A declaration like this will give the same result. In this case both fields, the Link To and the Parameter/URL - should stay  
empty. The element type should be Plain HTML and not Link.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Relative and Absolute Links

The main difference between a Relative Link and an Absolute Link is that with a Relative Link you are linking to the Structure  
Node of a page whereas with an Absolute Link you are only linked to the URL of a particular page.

The advantage of a Relative Link is that if you need to change the position of a page in the structure, then there is no need to  
change the links to that page that you have already created on your Web site to keep them working.

For example, previously we looked at the login page that has the URL of http://localhost:1080/login. Remember, this URL is  
partly determined by the Node name we set up in the Structure register.

At the moment this Web Structure has no Mother Node. However, if we decide that this page will be part of the structure 
under the index Node, we would place the Node Number of the index page in the Mother field and the URL of this page  
would change as follows: http://localhost:1080/index/login
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This would be fine if we had linked to the page using a Relative Link.  However, if we had used an Absolute link we would  
have to go and change the HTML code from http://localhost:1080/login to http://localhost:1080/index/login.  If you have 
many links that require editing then this could be a time consuming process.
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WEB CONTENT:  CONTENT STYLES

Use of Content Lists 

There is separate register called Content that is used to maintain different lists of content that is displayed as an element.  
The Web Content simply allows you to place text feeds on your site and manage their content through the register. The most  
common use for such functionality is for News or Event feeds. This allow you to add more content to your site without  
modifying its design. The text feed will show up on your site wherever you specify a series of links that are clickable to  
expand to display the entire content.

A Content List can be handled by grouping each record with a common selection on the Style field. In order to get a content  
list displayed properly, you need to follow 4 steps:

1. Create a content style record;

2. Create a structure record of Type Content Handler;

3. Relate a content style with the structure and the other way around;

4. Create a Content List Type of Web Element that is linked to the structure via a  web page.

The example below will describe the process of creating a content list in detail.

The first thing is to set up a Content Style.  This will be used to define the different types of Content.  e.g News, ads, events,  
etc.  It will also be used to determine certain style attributes of your Content Handler.

Content Style

Open the Content Styles setting and setup the general layout.

Code - Enter a unique value within the register.  This is an uppercase text field.

Comment – The Comment field has internal use for leaving notice or describing the use of the Content Style record.

Element Count – Enter the maximum number of visible items in the list.

Template Element - You can add a relational element as a template for defining extra Div ID's or Classes.  It can also be 
used to define 'Before' and 'After' positioned elements that will surround the current element output.

Div ID – This applies a Div ID to this Content Style which allows it to be affected independently by the stylesheet.
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Div Class – This applies a Div class to this Content Style which allows it to be affected independently by the stylesheet. 

Display app node – This is a paste special field that leads to the Structure register to allow you to specify a structure  
record of Content Handler App type.

Heading Class – This works with the 'Print as Headers' selection Translation comment option. This Div class will apply to  
the header.

Category Header Class – This works with the 'Group lists by Category' selection Settings. This Div class will apply to  
category name.

Country Header Class – Works with the 'Group lists by Category' selection Settings. This Div class will apply to the  
country name.

Checkbox 'Print Content Date' – Check this checkbox if you want the content date field to be part of the record  
definition.

Checkbox 'Don't wrap in <div>' - This skips the Div definitions for this content list.

Checkbox 'Group Lists by Country' – Use this option to group the list by Country in Web Content record. The Country  
name will be the heading for the group.

Checkbox 'Group Lists by Category' – Use this option in order to group the list by the Content Category as defined in  
the Web Content record. The Category name will be the heading for the group.

Checkbox 'Listview Text: Print All Lines' – Check this checkbox in order to make all Content Translations Listview Text  
matrix lines visible in the list.

Checkbox ''Listview Text: Print One Random Line' – This takes a random line from the content translation listview 
lines and makes it visible in the list.

Checkbox 'Translation Comment: Don't Print' – This skips the header as a comment.

Checkbox 'Translation Comment: Print as Header' – This adds the Comment as a header of the Content.

Checkbox 'Sorting: Newest First' - The list will be sorted by date.

Checkbox 'Sorting: Random' – This will be sorted in a random order.

Checkbox 'Sorting: Alphabetically' - The list will be sorted alphabetically by the comment field.

Each selection in this record can be setup individually for a content list.

Linking the Content Style to a Structure Node 

According to step 2 and 3 in the process of creating the content list for a web page there should be a Structure record  
created with the proper Type and link between the structure and the content style. Basically, what you need to do is to set the 
URL that you want for the content of your NEWS feed.

Create a new structure with the desired Node name and set the Type to Content Handler App.
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In the Parameter/URL field, specify the code of the newly created ”NEWS”Content Style. You can Paste special to select  
from all content styles created within the system.

Open the Content Style record and make sure that you have defined the structure on the field 'Display app node'. Save your  
Style and close the window.

Creating a News Feed Element

Once you have set up your Content style and Structure node, it is time to set up the News feed as an Element in your  
website.

Open the structure and the page you desire to add the news feed. Create a page called  ”NEWSPAGE” with a new web 
element in the matrix. Call this Element ”NEWSLIST”.

Define the Div ID and the Div class for the element if a separate style is required. It is important to select the Content List as  
the Type of Element and in the Parameter/URL field enter the name of the Content Style that this Element will be related to  
(you can paste special from the list of defined Content Styles).

Creating a News List Header Element
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The last step is to setup an Element to show as the Title for this News feed by adding an element in the matrix field.

Create a new Web Element and call it NEWSLIST_HEAD. Keep the Type as Plain HTML and tick the 'Don’t wrap in <div>'  
checkbox .  Wrapping this heading in another DIV is not necessary as we won't apply any additional formatting to this  
header text.

Now enter a new Translation to this Element with a simple Title for your News feed.

 <h1>News</h1> 

The <h1> tag is header tag in HTML with some default formatting - larger text and in Bold. Note:  The NEWSLIST_HEADER 
must be set up at position Before, to make it correctly displayed on top of the Content List.

Save all records created in the process. Open the proper URL to see your news list.

In order to make it easier to access the page from your site, you could add a menu item linking to this page, a hyperlink to  
the existing page referring to it or adding your list to the content of an existing page.

The next chapter will describe how to add content for the list.
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Web Content 

There is a separate register for filling in the Web Content for a Content  List.   Each record consists of one single item  
collected to the list linked to the Style field.

Ser.No. – Serial Number is the sequential number that is generated automatically.

Style –  In order to add the content into the list of a page the Style code must match with the Content Style on a Web 
Element.

Category – The category field should be used in case you want to split the list into groups and make it show up in blocks.  
For example, you can divide the content list in „Success stories” and „Regular News” just by specifying the Category. 
Date – The date field represents the date the content was created. This can be part of the content description (Regulated on 
Content Style record).

Comment – The comment field is used internally for describing the use of the Web Content record. 

Country – Countries can be defined if you want to split news per country. Paste the country code here.

Default Language – This is the default language translation to be displayed if there is no translation according to the  
current language selection.

HTML Head – If a different heading is requested for the content page (HTML head) you can define it here.

In order to add the actual content or News story in this case, to the record, click the New Translation button. Note: Content 
will not be visible without a translation.
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To make a successful connection between a content record and a translation record, the Code must be the same as the  
Serial Number of the content.  The field 'Origin' must have the selected type ”Content” (This will be filled in automatically).

Listview Text is what is shown in the list as a short description of the content. According to the Content Style, all or random  
lines from the list will be shown.

In the Translation area,  keep the full text of the content.

Using the News List

Once you save your record and refresh the web browser, you should see this News feed under your 'News' Title in the list.  
Clicking on particular news will open another page with the full story you entered as translation for the content.

Notice that the URL that is being used in your web browser with the expanded structure node as the serial number of the  
content.

Http://localhost:1080/news/1

Remember, first set up a Structure Node for the Type Content Handler App and then link it to the Content Style. This is  
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where the URL is being generated from. The reason it shows as '/news/1' is because you are linking to one content record  
with the serial number '1'. If you want to add more content records and link to them, the number after the /news/ would  
change accordingly. This is useful for distributing the URL linking to certain content.

Changing Content Style

We have now successfully set up a News feed list. There are settings that regulate the list and details page in the Content  
Style settings.

Now, when you create more content for this style than specified in the field Elements Count, you will see only defined  
numbers out of the list.  The 'Sorting' will affect the list by deciding what criteria these items will be sorted by.

The Translation Comment can be set up to 'Print as Header'.  You will see text from the Content Translation field 'Comment'  
styled with the specified Heading class, if the heading class is defined on top of the news detailed page.
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WEB CONTENT:  LANGUAGES

Adding a Language 

You may have noticed during this Training that there have been a few references to records called “Translations”. You may  
think this is a rather strange use of the word considering what we have done with them so far, but there is a reason they are  
named this way.

The Standard ERP website has the possibility to show all its content in more than one Language.  This is very useful if you  
are selling to an overseas market. What you are able to do is translate all the information entered so far into a different  
language, and have it shown when the user selects the corresponding language on the webpage. All this is possible without  
modifying the design of your site.  All you need to do is enter the content in the relevant Translation and you’re done. So lets  
see how this works.

Languages on Web

First thing to do is specify the different Languages you want to use on your site. Open the Languages on Web setting, create  
a new Language and in the code field enter the Code of the Language you are setting up.

Once you have the English Language set up, you can fill in other Languages that will be available the same way.

Creating a Language Selection Element

When you are done with listing languages, to make it visible to select from the web , a new element should be created.  To  
add a new element in the header selection, open up the template page ”TEMPLATE_MAIN” and fill in the new Web Element  
on the first position.

Name it as ”LANGUAGESELECTION”, define a proper Div ID and Div Class if any formatting required.  It is important to  
select the Type as Language switching combobox for the Element.
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Save the web element, and after that save the web page. The next time you use this Template Page in a related webpage  
you will see the drop down list with all available languages.

Refresh the browser. You should see a drop-down box in the top right of your screen. This gives you the option to select one  
of the Languages you have set up before.

If you select a different language from the list, for example Spanish, the News list disappears.

This happens because all content translations are made for the language ”EN”. One option to make content available for all  
languages is to change the Default  language on the record Web Content, for example EN in this case (it  is empty by  
default). Other options would be creating a proper translation for the content.
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Creating Translations in other Languages

On each Element and Content record we have set up, it is possible to enter a Translation for each Language we would like to  
use. Lets see this by adding a Spanish Translation for the news page content.

Open the Web Content record, click the New Translation button.

Keep the code as original,  paste special in the Language field and choose your Language, ES (Spanish). Now in the  
Translation’s main field you can enter the text that you would like to display when the Language Spanish is selected from the  
drop-down menu.

If you save your new Translation and select Spanish as the Language in your Browser, you should see that the text changes  
to the Translation you have just created.

Notice that only the information of the news has changed. If you want every bit of information on your site to change, you  
should go through all the translations and menu lists to set up proper Translation for all the other Elements independently.
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Logic in using Languages

There is a certain logic in the way that Standard ERP deals with Languages and which Language is to be shown as a  
default. The logic is as follows:

• It is possible to have as many languages as you require available for web;

• Each Language can have its  relevant  Translation set  up for  each Element  Content,  Menus,  Products  and all  
translatable settings;

• You have the possibility to allow your customer to choose which Country they are from (more to come on setting  
this up a little later). These Countries can determine the default language that is shown;

• If you are not using Countries, then the default Language that is always chosen is EN;

• One more important fact refers to the Default Language field on each Element and Content Record:  If the Element 
or Content record does not have a Translation with the same code as your selected Language code, then Standard  
ERP will look in the Default Language field and use which ever Translation relates to that Code. If the field is left  
blank, it will use the Translation with the blank Language Code.
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WEB CONTENT:  COUNTRIES 

As mentioned above, it is possible to set your site to have a list of Countries your customer can choose from. This is useful if  
you are a multi national company and need different information displayed depending on where your customer is from.

Country Regions

To set up countries, the first thing to do is to define the different Regions you want to apply to it. Do this by selecting the  
Country Regions setting. Create a new record for each region you want to see. 

When you have set up the required list, the next step would be to fill in the countries for web.

Country on Web

Open the Countries setting on Web to fill in all the necessary countries for the web.

Code - Enter a unique value within the register.

Text – Define a visible name for the hyperlink while selecting the country on the web page.

Region – Each country must have a region selection for a proper country listing.

Currency – Select a valid base currency for this country.

Default language – When you are about to select a country, a default language can be defined for the web pages to be 
used by default.

Allowed languages – Create comma separated language lists.  Fill in all possible language selections for this countries  
users.

Use other country – This may be used when you have a region of countries that are managed by one country/office  
and there is only one web site for this region. This means that you can have a whole host of countries in your country  
selection list but set up of the content must be done for a few of them.
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Checkbox 'Show on web' - Select this to make the country selection available for the webpage.

Webmail conference – For internal use only.

The matrix area is for filling in translations for the country name field.

Fill  in all  the required countries. You can easily select  and un-check the country selection by using the Show on web  
checkbox.

Country Selection Element

The next step is to show these countries on the web.

First, create a new Web Structure node with your desired Node name. Select a new Web Page and relate it to the new web  
element with a proper type.

The  type  must  be  selected  as  HAL  function.  Note:  There  is  a  pre-defined  parameter  that  works  with  this  type 
”worldmapcontrol” that has to be defined for the country selection.

Save all records. Make sure that the new element is pasted on the new web page and that the page is pasted on the new  
Web Structure. Request the URL for this Structure.
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The first step would be region selection. Click on the desired region for the available country.

You can now select the Region and Country you require and the related settings and languages we defined for the Country  
will be applied. The language drop-down selection changes if there is a set up setting for switching companies per country  
selection, other company data will be displayed instead – contact registration, login, products, etc.

Country Name Element

It is useful to be able to see which country you are logged into. You can do this by adding another Element to the language  
drop-down Element LANGUAGESELECTION.

Open the element, add a new Element to the matrix at position Before.

The Element must be created with Type as Country name. Save both your Elements and refresh the browser. You should  
see, above your Language selection drop-down, and the text indicating which country you have currently selected. The text  
comes from the setting 'Country on Web' text field or from the translated line from the matrix.

Different Content for Country

What if, by choosing a different country, the user should see completely different information, not just the same information  
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in a different language?

Lets take the Contact page as an example.  If there is different text, depending on which country you have selected, the  
following steps should be taken:

1. Firstly, define the different content you would like to show;

2. Find your original CONTACTUS Web Page and duplicate it.  Name it differently (e.g. CONTACTUS_AR).

Now, Paste Special a new Element in the matrix  and find your CONTACTUS_CONTENT Element,  highlight  it  and click  
duplicate.

Change its code to CONTACTUS_CONTENT_AR.  Change the comment to something relative and add a new Translation  
with the information you would like to display on it.

Save your new Translation and Element and you should have a new Web Page called CONTACTUS_AR with your new  
CONTACTUS_CONTENT_AR Element on it.
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Now, when the new web page is created, let's define it to show when a user selects the relevant country.

This is done in two parts.  Set a place in the structure for the newly created page and define the connection between the  
structures.

Structure Node for Country Content

Go to the Structure register and create a new record for CONTACTUS_AR Page.
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The important thing about this Structure record is to make sure you fill in the Mother field with the Node number of the  
original CONTACTUS Web Page and that for the Node Name use the code of the country from the setting 'Country on Web'.

The reason we do this will become clear in a moment.

Using the Redirect to Country Sub Page Structure Node Type 

The second step is to go back to the original contact Web Structure and make a change to its Structure Type to become  
Redirect to Country Sub Page instead of Plain HTML. You will see relations between the mother and child structure in the  
white area of mother  structure record.

By changing the contact Structure Type to Redirect to the Country Sub Page, the following logic will apply when you click a  
link that directs to a child node in the structure.

Standard ERP looks for a sub-node (a node that has the current page as the parent) with the same name as the code of the  
selected country. If it cannot find a sub-node with the same name as the country, the node changes behavior to a normal  
Page node, and displays the webpage specified in field Web Page like in normal cases. This means you can have country  
specific webpages and not need a sub-node for each country.

This logic means that you do not have to worry about manually linking to different pages from your site.  Depending on  
which country you have selected, Standard ERP will do this for you automatically, as long as the Web Structure has been set  
up correctly.

To see this working, save your Structure record and go back to your web browser, choose Latin America as your region and  
Argentina as the country from the list. By clicking on the 'Contact Us' menu link, you can see the URL has changed to be re-
directed to the Argentina version of the page.

http://localhost:1080/argentina/EN/contact/argentina

Remember, there were no changes regarding which Structure Node the 'Contact us' Web Menu links to. It is still pointing to  
the original 'contact' Web Structure, but Standard ERP has redirected it automatically to the correct country specific page.

There are two more settings that relates to the setup of countries in Standard ERP.

Mappings Company/Country

When you define mapping between a country and a company, it means that all database operations will happen in a certain  
company when that country is selected on the web.  

So, if  you have different  products set up in different  companies in your Database, when the user has UK selected for  
example, they should see the products set up in the company you have mapped UK in this setting. Basically, this setting  
makes each web request change the company before accessing the Database.

Mapping hostname/country

By specifying a hostname/country map here, the correct country will be selected depending on the URL used. For example,  
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www.hansaworld.com will automatically switch to your UK country, but www.hansaworld.ee will take you to your Estonia  
country.

Alternative for language selection – Fixed selection

In the current Sample Company database there is also an option for a fixed language selection with flag images. This is  
used as an alternative if there is no need for dynamic language selection based on the selected country.

The  fixed  language  list  is  static,  it  does  not  change.  In  order  to  study  it  closer,  open  up  the  Web  Element  
LANGSELECT_FIXED. The list of languages with the flags we get within HTML Translation of the Element.

 <a href="/WebAction.hal?action=changelanguage&langcode=FI&path=/index">

<img src="/images/finland.png"></a>

 <a href="/WebAction.hal?action=changelanguage&langcode=ET&path=/index">

<img src="/images/estonia.png"></a>

 <a href="/WebAction.hal?action=changelanguage&langcode=SV&path=/index">

<img src="/images/sweden.png"></a>

 <a href="/WebAction.hal?action=changelanguage&langcode=EN&path=/index">

<img src="/images/UK.png"></a>

In HTML , a defined function is called when language switching takes place with extra argument 'langcode' pointing to the  
language code field in the setting Languages on Web.

To replace the drop-down element with the current selection, simply go to the Template Page and replace the first line  
element definition with the element.
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WEB CONTENT: FILE MANAGEMENT 

As well as a Type Page and a Redirect to Country Sub Page, it is possible to set Node Structures to have various functions.  
One of these other functions is the ability for a Structure record to be used as a file hosting URL.

Any node that is set to Type Folder can have files attached to it which can be downloaded from the web.  E.g. create a Node 
/files/ and set it as a Type to folder.  Now attach a file, e.g. picture.jpg to this record via the paperclip in the top right hand 
corner of  the window. Simply click on the paperclip  and choose Operations and Attach File.  Once your file  has been  
attached its URL will be the following: http://localhost:1080/files/?file=picture.jpg  

You can use this URL in HTML to access this image. Of course, different file types are  supported, so you can attach word 
documents, zip files, etc.  In each case the URL will be with structure  .../files/?file=<filename_of_file>

You can also attach Notes to this Folder record. The notes link comment will be used as the file name. The note will behave  
like a text file and its content will  be the content of the text file.  So a note with link comment “test.css" could be your  
stylesheet. 

This could be used to keep a centrally stored version of your sites stylesheet to enable you to edit it quickly and easily from  
wherever you are.  All  you would need to do is specify  the proper URL address /files/?file=test.css as the file path in  
Standard ERP and you are good to go.

Meta Tags

If you require the ability to place content such as Meta Tags in the head of your HTML code throughout the pages on your  
site, you can simply set up the following:

• Create a new Element with the Type Plain HTML and add a new translation with the Meta tag HTML code as you 
require;

• Place this Element on the Web Page record it relates to and in the matrix field select Position as HTML Head.

If you require this particular meta tag to be included on all pages of your site, simply add it to a Template that you are  
already using.

You can check to see where your new Element is being used by looking at the source code of your site.
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WEB CONTENT: WEB TEXTS

The Web Texts setting is used to translate 'hard-coded' strings in the code.  While most things are defined using elements,  
some strings are coded into the engine.  These strings all have a unique number and by setting up an entry in the Web Texts  
register with a certain number, the matrix of this record stores the translation of the string for each language. The default  
string for each of  these web text  numbers can be found in a  Hal  file called WebCountry.hal  (for  older WebTexts)  and  
WebNGTranslation.hal (for new (WebNG) WebTexts).
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WEB SHOP: BASIC SETUP 

In this section, we will cover the setup of a Product Catalogue, the Shopping Basket and the Checkout process of the  
Standard ERP web shop.

Webshop App Structure

The first thing you need to do is to set a place in the Structure for the web shop.

Open the Structure register and create a new record.  Give it the Node name of “shop” and select the Type as Webshop  
App.  Define the same template page as the main page in the Web Page field.

Webshop settings

Important:  Linking to the web shop page should be defined in the setting Webshop Settings.  This is shown below.  

Shop App – Define the Structure record which has a Type as WebShop App. This is necessary for possible re-directions  
back and forward between functions in the web shop.

Basket Page – To use a different page for the basket page than has been defined for the default WebShop App.

Basket Element – In order to place the basket in a specific element with all the style definitions and sub-elements that  
should be put before and after, define it here.

Catalog Page – In order to use a different page for the catalog page than is defined for the WebShop App in general,  
paste it here.

Catalog Element – Similarly, in order to place a catalog in a specific element with all the style definitions and sub-
elements that should put before and after, define it here.

General 'Multi-country/company shopping' – The selection of 'Multi-country/company shopping' works together with 
country mapping and hosting settings. Check it if several companies are installed with different contact lists and  
product selections for the web.

General 'Send new passwords by SMS' – This requires other settings and an enabler.  Please contact your local 
office for further details.  

Show Item Stock Levels – Stock Level output can have variations in general. Note: It can be setup per customer or per 
customer group.

Action after adding an item to basket – You can define what action should be performed after an item is added to the 
shopping basket.

Paste Special in the Shop App field and select the Structure Node you have just created for the shop. Define other actions  
according to the design you want for your webpage.
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Webshop Company Settings 

Another important setting that defines settings for your webshop globally, is the Webshop Company Settings setting.

This setting includes important setup for Payment Types, but also default values for new users. Note: This setting is a default 
set up for all users. Default values can be set up per customer or customer group.

You have to specify all the Payment Types you would like to allow from your site.  You can also set a default payment term to 
be used for each one of them.

Although a couple of main settings are done and a Structure position for the web shop application is defined, there are still 3  
main sections of the shop that need to be setup.  These are the Product Catalogue, the Shopping Basket and the Checkout  
page.
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WEB SHOP: PRODUCT SETUP

In order to sell items on the web, you have to specify which items you want to appear on your website, and also setup a  
logical structure to the way one navigates the product catalogue so the user can find what they are looking for easily.

For the products to appear on the website you must create a Web Product record for the Item in the Products register.

Web Product

Open the Products register and create a new record. In the Code field, Paste Special and you will be taken to your Items  
register. Select the Item you want to add to the webshop and enter it into your new Web Product record.

The Category field on this record is the next field we need to populate.   The product can be part  of several category  
selections, separated with a comma.

Product Categories

Open the setting Product Categories to populate the list of category selections and sub-selections that will be displayed in  
the product catalogue. This is where you set up the product catalogue tree structure for your site. You can set up your  
hierarchical structure and then decide which products appear under which sections.

Start by adding a new Product Category record, give it a Code name and a Comment (a visible name of the category on the 
Web). You can leave the Parent Category field blank, to be handled as a top level category. Parent needs to be defined in  
order to get sub-categories listed under this category selection page.
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The code field is a unique name field for the category. Note:  The Category list is sorted alphabetically by code field. The 
Comment field will be the visible name of the link to the category selection. You can define relations between categories. To  
make it part of a sub-selection of a category, define the category code in the Parent Category field. Note:  A category can be 
part of several mother categories.   Define them separated with a comma.

Translations can be given to categories through the language code in the same way as  other translatable settings.

From the above list, you can see there are four selections added as the top menu list. Two sub-categories – Chairs and 
Tables – will be part of the parent category 'Furniture'.

Maintenance Routine: Create Web Products

It is also possible to add Items to your Product register via a maintenance routine.

Simply click on Routines and select Maintenance>>Create Products from items. Here you can select a range of items, item  
group and item classification as a selection filter.   The Field 'Set Product Category' defines the category list that the created  
Product records will have.  They will have a selection of Categories in the Category field.

The Maintenance routine will create a new record per item in the Products register. The item code and comment field will be  
pasted automatically from the Item record, and the Product Category defined in the maintenance specification window will  
be added as the category of the product.

To view the results of the categories and products setup in  the WebShop type the URL according to the  Structure node 
name.  For example in the Sample Company database this is  http://localhost:1080/shop. You will  notice that  the URL 
automatically changes to http://localhost:1080/shop/catalog. This is because there are three hardcoded pages linking to the 
Webshop App - /catalog/,  /basket/ and /checkout/. Each of these URL’s links to a page in the code with a specific function.

If we go deeper into the catalog tree, e.g. selecting the category 'Furniture' will direct you to a sub-page with categories list  
and items defined to be part of the category. 

The address will change to http://localhost:1080/uk/EN/shop/catalog/01furniture

Each hierarchical selection will add an extra node to the URL.  The code of the selected product category.
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The current image demonstrates the selection of the Furniture category with a list of items and couple categories – Tables 
and Chairs – as part of the page menu, the sub-categories of the selected item.
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WEB SHOP: MENU & FURTHER PRODUCT SETUP

Adding the shop to the Menu 

To make these pages easier to access rather than having to type the URL manually, add a menu link to the page. Create a  
new menu item linking to the Node that is of the type of WebShop App. There is no need to use a detailed URL with the  
name ”catalog” in it as it will be re-directed by default. I.e. The link is just to the shop structure. 

Menu items for Catalog, Shopping Basket and Checkout

When a menu is added for the product catalog (take a look at web menu record ”H03_CATALOG”) you simply add the code, 
name and parent for the menu item and Link To should be the defined WebShop App Type Structure record.

In order to add a link for the basket page and checkout page, the linking should be placed a bit differently.

A basket page has a specific value within the URL name. It should be defined as a URL to the link ”/shop/basket”. URL  
direction starting with ”/” redirects you back to the start position of the page (no particular Structure), “shop” referring to  
Webshop App Type Structure and ”basket” is the hardcoded node name for the basket display within the shop application.

Similarly, the checkout menu item should be created with the URL link ”/shop/checkout” where ”checkout” is a hardcoded  
node name for the check out page display within shop application.

Product Image

There is a possibility to add a small thumbnail image alongside your Product record when it is displayed on the catalogue  
webpage.  To do this, simply attach an image to the Product record paperclip.

Open the Products register and find the Product record you wish to add an image to. Click on its paperclip icon at the top  
right of the window, and from the Operations menu select Attach File. Now choose the file you would like to show as a 
thumbnail next to your Item link. The size of the image is again determined in the stylesheet file. Make sure you size the  
image in accordance with your stylesheet, in order to optimize rendering time and image quality.
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For the purpose of this tutorial, select the image file ”101022.JPG” from the folder path webcust/images/101022.JPG. Save  
your Product record and refresh your browser.  You should see the image you have just attached, appear along with with text  
of your Item description.

Product Information

The other part of the Product record not yet covered is the More info link. To see more detailed information of your product,  
click on the link next to a product on the web page. You may get the “No details defined” message i.e 'This product currently  
has no detailed information'.

In order to add detailed information to your Product use a Translation record created when selecting the New Translation  
button on the Web Product record. The translation record will have the same code as the web product code has, and the  
Origin field will be of Type Product. Remember, you also have the option to enter a different translation for the Product in a  
different Languages. Simply add a new Translation record by clicking the New Translation button on the Web Product record.  
Enter the information you wish to display. Remember, this can either be plain text or HTML code.

An example of a product Translation and the corresponding web layout for the page are shown on the next two images 
below.
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Product details on the Web Translation record (HTML code) in Standard ERP client.

Product details layout on the Web page.

By defining a detailed page for a product, you can have the option to add the item to your shopping basket or go back to  
the Product Category list.

Providing Product Information without using the Product Category Navigation

Although the Product Category tree is the primary method of organizing items on your site so shoppers can browse and add 
products to their basket, there is an alternative way.

It is also possible to create a standard Web page with all the product information you require, plus a link to add the item to  
your basket without going anywhere near the Product Category tree.

Start by adding a new Structure Node with the Type Page. Paste Special in the Web Page field and create a new web page  
record, with the Template page.

In the Web Element matrix, Paste Special and create a new Web Element with the main content of the page added to it  
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through translation. If you add the same text as you did for the product detailed page before, the result should be rather  
similar.  Save the Element,  Web Page and Structure records.  Take a look at  the Structure name 'tables'  in the Sample  
Company database as a reference.

If you go to the URL ”http://localhost:1080/tables” you will see the result.
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WEB SHOP: ADD TO BASKET 

Add To Basket Link Element

Go back to your Web Element created for the content of the Page and by adding a new Web Element in the matrix, defined  
with Type  'WebShop - Add to Basket link'  will show an extra link for the product page. This tells the Element to behave like  
an  “Add  to  basket”  link.  To  specify  what  is  to  be  added  to  your  basket  when  clicking  this  element,  in  the  field  
”Parameter/URL” field enter the code of your Product record.

Save both Elements and refresh your Browser.

You will now see the Add to Basket Element on your 'tables' page.  If you click on it the item '10102', it will be added to the  
shopping basket.
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To be able to put an ”Add to Basket” link anywhere on your site allows greater flexibility for your site design and makes it  
much simpler to create special offer pages and featured products without having to make shoppers navigate through the  
Product Category tree structure.

You can even incorporate the ”Add to Basket” function code

(<a href="/WebUpdatingAction.hal?action=addtobasket&product=10102">)

to a Web Translation record for even more flexible design possibilities. You also have the possibility to use the page just  
created as the ”More Info” page you see when accessing an Item through the Product Category tree.
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Instead of creating a translation on the Product record for the More Info details, place the Structure Node of the page you  
want to link to in the ”More Info Link” field on the record Web Product, and this page will be used instead.
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WEB SHOP: SHOPPING BASKET & LOGIN SETUP 

As you have seen, you can add and remove Items in your shopping basket whenever you feel like, it without being logged  
in.  Even if you leave the web site and navigate back to it again, your items will still be in your shopping basket.

How Webshop Baskets Work

Standard ERP does this by creating a unique Web Shop Basket session each time someone enters an item into their basket.  
These sessions are stored in the Webshop Baskets setting.

The session, by default, is made available to the customer for some minutes.  After this period of time their shopping basket  
appears empty again. The session however is stored in the Webshop Baskets setting until it is manually deleted.

As soon as a customer logs in to the website, the sessionID of their shopping basket is removed and exchanged for the  
Contact code of the Customer and the company number they placed the order in.  Now it makes no difference how long the  
customer leaves the site for, the items in their basket will stay there until the order is either updated or processed fully.

If a customer clicks the checkout button on the shopping basket page but is not yet logged in, they will be redirected to the  
Login page.

Creating a Login Control Element

Start by adding a new Structure record, call it login and give it the Type Page. Paste Special in the Web Page field and create  
a new Web Page.  Enter a new Element into the matrix and give the code and enter the Type as Login control.
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This is a pre-configured Element type so there is no need to add any translation to this record. 

Save your Element, Web Page and Structure record. Next time you request the URL with a login structure you will be given a  
web form to fill in the customer code or e-mail, and password.

If the validation of the login is successful, the contact will be logged in to the web shop to proceed with the order and  
maintain his/her account details.

Adding the access to login from Menu – login state

If you look at the Sample Company database there is menu item ”H09_LOGIN”, named ”Login state”. There is also the Web  
Element in field 'Show as Web Element'.

Look at Web Element LOGINSTATE. It has Type as 'Show Login State' with dynamic values as text ”Log In” in the case that  
the user is not logged in, and ”Logout” in case there is a user already logged in. This dynamic text strings can be translated  
under the Web Texts setting, code '20026' setup for logout status and '20049' setup for login status.

Note:  The Web Element with type 'Show Login State' has to have a link to the login form page for proper re-direction.  If it is  
setup in the Sites setting you can leave it blank.

Of course, you can create a separate menu item for the login.  Do this as we practiced before, by adding it in the proper  
Parent Menu, Link To the login form structure and the checkbox 'Show while logged out' should be checked and 'Show while  
logged in' should be un-checked. You have to create another menu item for logging out from the system with a checkbox  
'Show while logged in' checked.

Note:   Do not forget to add the login structure to the Sites setting in the Login Page column for proper re-direction. Now 
when you select the Proceed to Checkout in the basket page and you are not logged in the website, the system knows 
where to re-direct you for login. In terms of a new user, you can add a webpage for registering them in the system by  
creating an account.
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WEB SHOP: REGISTRATION SETUP

Creating a Registration Page

Setup another Structure record with an appropriate Node name.  Leave the Type as Page and Paste Special in the Web 
Page field.  Click new to create a new Web Page and use the previously defined Template page on this page.  Add a new  
Element to the matrix.  Create a new Web Element with Type, 'Register New Customer Form'.

Save the web element, web page and structure.  In the Sample Company database you can find the registration page under 
the Structure record with Node name 'register'. You can see the page using the URL http://localhost:1080/register. With the  
default settings you will not see anything.  Fields need to be added to the page.  

Customer Registration Fields

The Standard ERP register  used in the registration process is  directly  connected to  the 'Customer  Registration Fields'  
setting, where you can design your website register form field by field.

Field Type – The paste special window of this field has a list of all existing contact record fields within the Standard ERP  
database. You can add any of these fields to the registration form.  

Comment – Define the name of the label for the web form input field. This can be translated in the matrix section.

Parameter – For Contact classifications you should define a proper Classification Type to select from.

Sorting – Use this field in order to re-organize the fields in the form.  Records will be sorted alphanumerically.
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Checkbox 'Required' – Checking this option does not allow you to pass the registration form without specifying data in 
this field.

Checkbox 'Allow Updating through My Account' – If you want to make it possible to modify your registration entry 
later on, when the user is logged in, then check this checkbox. It is related to the My Account functionality covered  
later in this material.

Note: Some Field Types can be presented multiple times in the web form.  Examples include classifications that can be  
requested with different Classification Types.

When you are done adding the field that you want in the registration form field, have a look at the web layout from the web.

In order to access the register page from the web, add a menu link or link type of element linking to the registration node to  
an existing page. e.g. The Login page.  An example is shown above to the right of the Home menu link. 

How New Contact Records are Created

New customers are now able to enter their details on the registration page which will subsequently create a new contact in  
your Standard ERP system.

Some fields are marked as mandatory. If the customer fails to fill these in, an error message will be displayed when trying to  
submit the page.

Once all required fields have been filled in, the details are passed through to the Standard ERP Contacts register and a new  
Contact is created.
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By filling in the contact details and submitting the form, a new contact record will be created within Standard ERP with the  
next possible code value. The customer Category and customer type will be set up according to My Account settings (this  
will be covered later in this material).

All data is added to their respective fields on the contact card.

Note:  After the register page, you will receive an alert about a newly created customer code to use for future logins. You can  
specify, in the My Account setting, if the contact created from the web should be able to login after registering or not.  This  
can be used as an extra control to ensure that only certain people are able to login to the website.  
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WEB SHOP: FORGOT PASSWORD 

Creating a “Forgot Password” Page

When an existing Customer has forgotten his/her password, you will need to create another Structure record and linked  
page to allow them to get a new password.  Leave the Type as Page and Paste Special in the Web page field, create a new  
Web Page, define the Template page and add a new Element to the matrix.

Create a new type Web Element with a  Div and Class if needed. The type should be defined as 'Forgot Password Form'.  
This is shown below.  

Save the Web Element, Web Page and Web Structure.

Go to the URL to check the result.  Make a link within the website to the new page (a web menu or hyperlink linking to it).

Please refer to exercise 4 on this point. 

Setting up how the Customer receives the new Password

The customer will receive a password to an e-mail address or via a fax number, specified on the Contact record. There is  
also an option to send the new password by SMS to the Contact's mobile phone. In order to allow this, check the 'Send new 
password by SMS' checkbox in the Webshop Settings setting.

Note:  A new password can be received via e-mail only if an e-mail address is defined for the contact. The 'E-mail and  
Conference' module and External Email must be activated and setup correctly.

Note: A new password can be received via an SMS, only if a mobile phone is defined for the contact. 

Note:  The Business Alerts module must also be activated and correctly setup.
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WEB SHOP: PAYMENT SETUP

Creating a Registration Page 

What happens when the customer clicks on the 'Complete and Login' button on the registration form page, depends on  
what they did before they filled in the registration form. After login the customer is taken to the requested page. For example,  
viewing the checkout page needs you to login first to be able to continue.  In this case the Checkout page will be displayed  
after the registration has been completed.  

Managing Payment Confirmation Page

Once the customer has made any amendments and clicked the 'Proceed and Checkout' button on the basket page, it will  
take you to the payment confirmation page.  This is shown below.   

During the checkout process, you can correct your invoice address through the My Account functionality (the Edit link shown 
next to the Invoice To text) and also select a Delivery address from the drop-down menu. The list of added addresses for the 
customer in the system will be displayed.  The “Same as Invoice Address” option will leave the delivery address as non  
specified. You can add delivery addresses via the My Account page.

The last step in the process of the order is to select a method by which you wish to pay.

Display On The Web

Payment Types are taken from the 'WebShop Company Settings' setting by default. As mentioned before, each customer or  
customer category can be related to different record functions defined for the web.  These will control which options are  
provided to the customer for payment.  

On the Contact record 'Web' tab, there is a field called 'Display on the Web'.  This is referring to the same named setting. On  
the Customer category record 'Web' field,  'Display on the Web' works with the same logic.  The Display on Web record is  
described below.  
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Code – Enter a unique value using the uppercase text field.

Description – The Description field is used internally for describing the use of the record.

Checkbox 'Set Prices to Blank' – This will hide the prices of the items in the product list on the web.

'Show Item Stock Levels' selection – defines the stock status visibility and type.

Payment Types allowed – there are 3 options available. Select the ones you want to make visible for the user on the  
web.

If the 'WEB' record shown above is added to a named customer category, then this will extend the setting to all customers 
with the same category defined.

Make your selection of payment on the Checkout confirmation page and select 'Order on Invoice' as your preferred method  
of payment. This will allow you to quickly see the process of the order processing in the background.

The Payment Confirmation Page

Once the customer selects the payment option, Standard ERP will display the Payment Complete page which also gives the 
customer the opportunity to view their Order.

After successful payment according to the selected method, you will get a link to the order or invoice to view. Clicking on the  
link will open a PDF file for the original record with the same layout as the designed document within Standard ERP.

Previewing the Sales Order on the Screen

When the order is processed, it creates an Order in the Standard ERP database.  The Order is in un-oked and is in an un-
delivered state, and is ready for processing.

As mentioned before, once a customer logs into the Web Site, any existing shopping basket session they have, are altered  
to show their Customer Number and Company Number. The unique SessionID is no longer needed.
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Once the customer has followed the payment  process through the web, the Shopping Basket  record is  automatically  
deleted.

As well as being able to pay by Order or Invoice, it is also possible to be able to pay for items in the shopping basket using  
a Credit Card payment. 

Payment by Credit Card

To do this, you will need to set up an account with a compatible Credit Card Payment Provider in your respective country.  
Once you have done this, they will provide you with some of the information that you will require in the next few steps.

First though, there are some settings to setup in the “old” Web Shop module.

Select the Web Shop module and go through a couple of settings to make a proper connection to the Credit Card provider.  
First, define all the Credit Card Types that you want to have available for payment on the web. 

Credit Card Types

Use the setting, Credit  Card Types in Web Shop module, to fill  in all supported Credit  Card Types for the Credit  Card  
payments on the web site.

Fill in the code field and comment. Type has a pre-defined set of possible card types.

Make sure you check the checkbox 'Use on web'.  If you do not, then this card type will not show in the drop-down box on  
your site.

Paste Special and enter a Payment Term for this Card.  Make sure it is of type “Cash”.

Once you have entered all the types you require on your site, start entering some of the information received from the Credit  
Card Payment provider to tell Standard ERP how to process the card payments.
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Setting up the Merchant ID

The first thing you will receive from your Credit Card Payment provider is a Merchant ID. Select the Merchant ID from the  
settings list in the Web Shop module and enter a new record. Type in the Code of the Merchant ID you received from your  
Credit Card Payment provider, give it a relevant comment and Paste Special in the Partner field to select the correct Credit  
Card Payment provider.

The radio button Test or Live specifies if this account is in a Live or a Test state. If it is in a Test state, any transactions  
processed will not be sent to the Bank but purely treated as a test transaction. Once you are ready to go live with your  
account, it is important to remember to change this radio button.

Setting up the Account ID

Once you have your Merchant ID record setup, select Account ID from the Settings list and create a new record. Give it a  
Code and Comment and check the radio button Web.  This tells Standard ERP that this Account is to be used over the Web.  
It is possible to have one Merchant ID that you use on the web and another from the POS setup, but for this you still need to  
set up two different Account ID’s and just use the same Merchant ID on both of them.

You can specify this account to only accept payments in a certain currency.  Do this by selecting the relevant currency in the  
Currency field.

The Merchant ID is a Paste Special field that allows you to enter the Merchant ID we set up earlier. The Key and Serial  
Number fields are populated by information given to you by your Payment Provider.

In the UK, there is the possibility with certain Payment Providers, to activate a Card Address Check security feature. It gives  
the extra security of only processing payments where the address entered is the same as the address registered with that  
card number.
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Processing Secure Credit Card Payments 

When accepting Credit Card payments over the web, it is important to have a secure site to transmit the sensitive data. This  
is achieved by using a HTTPS connection.

Standard ERP can be set up to serve the website with HTTPS (HTTP using SSL encryption), by setting up the necessary  
fields in the Program Mode setting inside the Technics module.

The fields to fill in are HTTPS Port, Certificate, Private Key, Password (if required).

The HTTPS Port defines which port Standard ERP will listen to when connecting from the web.  The default HTTPS port is  
443, so it is recommended to use that port number.

The certificate is an SSL certificate issued and signed by a company such as VeriSign or Thawte.  The certificate must be  
signed by such a company, otherwise your customers will see a warning in their browsers that the certificate is un-trusted.  
The connection will still be encrypted, but customers are less likely to trust your site in general.

The Private Key field specifies a file containing the private key that was used to create the certificate and the Password field  
should contain the password with which the Private Key file is encrypted, if it is encrypted.

How to obtain the SSL certificate is beyond the scope of this document, but the websites of Certification Authorities, for 
example VeriSign, will guide you through the process.  

The Credit Card Payment Screen

Once a customer selects the Payment Method of Credit Card on the web they are taken to the Credit Card Payment page.

Here, they need to enter their Credit  Card details and select “Pay”. At this point the request is sent to the Credit  Card  
Payment Provider and, if processed successfully, a confirmation screen is shown to the Customer and a Sales Invoice is  
created in the Standard ERP Database. Because the sales process is completed after the Credit Card payment, the Sales  
Invoice is automatically OK'd.

If the payment fails for some reason, the website will display an error message to let the customer know what the next steps 
are to take.  Usually this will be a message such as “Invalid Card Number” and the customer can correct this by re-entering  
the card number.
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WEB SHOP: MY ACCOUNT

You can switch on the “My account” functionality to see details of your account, modify addresses, change passwords and  
look at your order/invoice history.

My Account setting

Go to the My Account Settings, check the checkbox 'My Account Activated' to activate the related functionality on the 
website.

Checkbox 'My Account Activated' – Tick this to activate the functionality on the website. 

Unique Fields – It is important to tell the system if the E-mail field should be unique to be able to identify contacts by e-
mail  address (on login).   Uniqueness of  other  fields  can be checked and controlled when the register  form is  
validated in a new customer registration.

Default values - There is a list of fields that can be given default values such as  customer category, if a customer 
should be allowed to login right after registering and also to define the type of a newly registered customer. When  
'Allow Login' is not checked, the newly created contact will not be able to proceed before a user in Standard ERP 
double checks the contact record and gives the access from Standard ERP client.

Checkbox 'Show Login after registration' - To make it possible to login right after the registration (auto login button),  
check this selection.

My Account Application

Create a new structure record with Type as My Account App and define the Template Page in the Web Page field.
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The My Account App regulates all the functions related to customer. There are a couple of hardcoded node strings that carry  
specific functionality.

When the structure is created, add a template page for the account pages (MYACCOUNT in Sample Company database).

Next time you run the URL for the structure ”http://localhost:8033/myaccount” the customer contact data should be shown 
by default.

Please refer to exercise 5.

In order to show different my account functions, there is a list of sub-nodes that could be added:

/myaccount – Shows all the details of the contact when registered. Fields are taken based on the Customer Registration 
setting fields setup.

/myaccount/details – This displays the Customer registration form with all the fields filled in with the contact details. The 
field is editable in the 'Customer Registration Fields' setting.  The field definition has a checkbox to 'Allow Update  
through My Account'.  If this not ticked then the field will be locked.

/myaccount/deliveryaddress – This is the list  of customer delivery addresses. You can update or add new ones.  
Delivery address form fields are based on the 'Delivery address Fields' setting .

/myaccount/orders – This is the list of the customer's orders. There is a period field entry that regulates the output. You 
can click on an individual order to see the pdf file with details of the order.

/myaccount/invoices – This is the list of the customer invoices. There is a period field entry that regulates the output.  
You can click on an individual invoice to see the pdf file with details of the invoice.

/myaccount/changepassword – This allows you to be able to change your password use this URL. The pre-defined  
web form has fields for password and password confirmation.
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Creating a Delivery address form

The delivery form is directly connected to the 'Delivery Address Fields' setting , where you can design your website delivery  
form.

Field Type – The paste special window of this field has a list of all existing delivery addresses within the Standard ERP  
database. 

Comment – You can define the web form field labels here. This can be translated in the matrix section.

Sorting – In order to re-organise the fields in the web form, use this field with the entry of number or text. Based on this  
field, entry records will be sorted alphanumerically.

Checkbox 'Required' – Checking this option does not allow you to pass the address form without specifying data in 
this field.

The result of the entries from the web would be as follows.

Delivery addresses can be accessed via My Account special link /myaccount/deliveryaddress.

My Account pages on web

The My Account functionality related pages display detailed views of contact information, the register form and the delivery  
form as shown in the previous examples.
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The order list will be shown according to the selected period. Period selection will have a default value, which is the first line  
of the System module setting>>Reporting Periods.

Clicking on the document number gives you a pdf printout of the document  as defined in the document form design within  
Standard ERP. The Invoice list function will have the same functionality as the just previewed Order list.

The Standard ERP web shop also has integration with other Standard ERP modules and functions like the Forum, the  
University and Online Reservations. A short overview will be given in the following chapter.
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FORUM APPLICATION

There is an integrated solution to be able to ask a question and reply to the questions via the web.  To do this, create a Web  
Structure with the Type as Forum App and define a Template page for it's content. The Forum Application page will allow you 
to access all forum related functionality.

What this application does, is reading and writing into conferences setup in Standard ERP defined for the Forum. The 'Forum 
Setting' setting has four fields for different purposes.  The main conference is for posted questions and the conference for  
answers (These can be the same).

When you run the web page URL http://localhost:1080/forum you will see how the default page for the Forum will look like.

You can search within existing subjects for a certain word by clicking the link ”Search”.

You can raise a new question under the ”New Message” link.
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There is a list of subjects within the conference.  These are defined as the Forum Root conference. Note:  The list will be 
filtered with the selected language by default. To see a full list of questions within the forum, click on the ”Click here to view  
entries in all languages” link. As mentioned before, it is a conference based listing of subjects, similar to a Web Translation  
record where you can fill in plain text or HTML within a single conference entry.

The result of the detailed view of this subject would be illustrated as below.

To change the content to be styled differently you could use the stylesheet file. All content within this app gets affected. On  
the detailed page, you can reply to the question when you are logged in the system by clicking the ”Reply” link.  You can  
report any concerns regarding the topic if needed, using the ”Report Message” link. Dividing forum questions and answers  
and reported messages in different conferences can be a good way to delegate access to each part to different users within  
Standard ERP.

Replying to a question will open up a web form with pre-filled subject and a text area in which the reply can be entered and  
posted. 
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You can define a separate page for a FAQ list. This will use the same structure as the forum page.  The only difference is the  
conference specified in the Forum setting field FAQ Root.

(FAQ = Frequently Asked Questions)
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UNIVERSITY APPLICATION

In  terms of  using the University  Application functionality,  there is  separate module called Course Booking,  with all  the  
settings that should be taken care of. Within this application you can view and register for some upcoming courses online.  
As it is out of the scope of this material, we will use a simple example to demonstrate it.

University settings

First, you need to create a new Web Structure of Type University App. In order to define it properly, there is a setting called  
University settings for the basic setup.

Define the University Structure on the field University App node for proper re-directions within the application. Also, you can  
define Template elements for different sections of the application functions. Select possible payment methods allowed and  
save the setting.

Course Events List

When you run the URL for the newly created page it will look as follows:

There will be a list of active courses.  

An available date range is given for each course within the Course Booking module, Course Events register.
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The Course Event record carries important information such as dates for the course and a “No booking after date”. Also  
important is the Maximum number of participants, as in case of a course being been fully booked, it will not possible to  
register for the course.

Note: Course Events are closely connected to the country and language selections. Have a look at these fields on the  
'Objects' tab.

The Course Detailed Information

To see more details about the course, click on the 'More info' link on web. The description of the course should be added to  
the Course record and relates to the Course Event.

On the Courses record, you can define Name field, Description in header and Name, Description per language in matrix Flip  
A and Flip B. 

It  is important  to know that to show any description, you should have a valid Note attached to the record with proper 
language specified. (By default, records with the language code EN will be used).
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If you are missing a note or a language is not defined, you will not see a detailed description for that course event.

There is an 'Apply' link on the Course List page and the Course Detailed page that will guide you through the registration  
process.

Fill in the web form and the participants information. Make sure that all required fields have a value and the checkbox 'I have  
read and accepted the terms' checked to continue with submitting the registration page form. The next page would be the  
payment page to pick up the payment method.

On confirming payment a confirmation page about registered booking for the Course will be displayed. Checking within the  
Standard ERP client, a new Invoice will be created and a new participant for the Course Event will be added.
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In  the new matrix  line you will  have details  of  the participant.  This way the system counts how many participants are  
registered and how many places are still available for registration.
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ONLINE RESERVATIONS APPLICATION

The Online Reservations Application uses information from the Hotel and Reservations modules. For online booking you  
should create a Structure with Type Online Reservation App.

Online Reservations Settings

An important setting to activate the functionality for reservations, is found in the 'Online Reservation Settings' within the Hotel  
module

The Checkbox Online Reservations Activated' must be checked. Other fields are meant for specific Template pages and  
Element definitions.  The reservation will be processed in the following way. There are 6 steps in total.

Step 1. Select the resort.

Step 2. Select dates for the reservation.
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Step 3. Select the rooms for your stay.

Step 4. Select the package and the number of guests.

Step 5. The last step would be the reservation summary with Credit Card details to pay.

After filling in your Credit Card details and proceeding, the reservation will be booked.
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EXERCISES

Exercise 1 

Open the Sample Company database that goes along with this training, log in and enter the address http://localhost:1080 
into your web browser.

You should see the page as shown below:.

Exercise 2

Create a simple page to practice what you have just learned and to see how Standard ERP uses the stylesheet to affect the  
design and layout of the page. Start with creating a new record in the Structures register. Make sure you connect your web  
page with a style sheet.

Exercise 3

Have a look at a header menu created for the Sample Company. Search for the menu record under code HEADERMENU.  
See how it is defined.

Exercise 4

Study the page record for the login form in the Sample Company database where there is an added link to the register page  
and the “Forgot password” page.  Make sure you understand how it is linked together. 

Exercise 5

Make the account accessible from a menu item that is on the main page.
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CONCLUSION

The creation of a web page includes the process of creating a Web Structure, a Web Page and a Web Element. Standard  
ERP  supports  multi-language  web  shop  installations.  Multiple-country  and  multi-company  data  structures  are  also 
supported. Most of the translatable content ends up in the Translations register that can cover various types of register  
content in defined languages. The Content List is an easy method to create and maintain several informative lists for your  
web page. All websites rely on an external stylesheet file to organize the look and feel of your pages.

You should now have a fully functional Web Shop which allows you to browse Items, add them to your Shopping Basket,  
register as a new user, navigate your account information and pay for your Products.

You can go ahead and apply the same logic and functionality to your own system and create a customized Web Shop with 
the design specification that meets your requirements.

Good Luck!!
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between different versions of English language

The language used in this material is British English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English  
language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia + New 
Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Profit and Loss 
Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Profit or 
Loss

Statement of Profit or 
Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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